
TVCL Suspended Competitions 

Dear TVCL club officials, 

In light of the suspension of our competitions due to COVID-19 the TVCL committee reviewed our 

options going forward at a meeting on 23 April and I would like to share with you our conclusions. 

Status 

The TVCL chess competitions are currently suspended with a total of 48 fixtures still to play (47 

scheduled + TV KO Final TBC). Those fixtures were scheduled to be played over 11 weeks from 16 

March, concluding 27 May.  

The UK lockdown has now been confirmed to be in place until AT LEAST 7 May. It is very probable 

that, whenever it happens, any lockdown restriction easing will not be 100% and that OTB chess may 

or may not be able to start again in a timely manner. There is the relatively close physical proximity 

of our participants as well as their average age which puts a significant number of them into the 

more vulnerable groups. There is also the possibility that host venues may not be available. We saw 

a need, therefore, to consider what will happen if the lockdown goes on for considerably longer for 

chess activities. 

Plan Forward 

The TVCL committee believes that we ought to play the remaining matches of 2019-20 even if they 

encroach upon the 2020-21 season. The alternatives of abandoning the season or using a tie-break 

system that was not in place at the beginning of the season we feel are less equitable. We don’t see 

a realistic way to finish the season online because of the possibility of players using external 

assistance. 

If lockdown extends well into what would have normally been the new season we will have to move 

to a single round (i.e. play home OR away and not home AND away against each opponent) 2020-21 

season. 

We have looked at drop-dead dates when options fall away based on the following stretch 

assumptions: - 

1. Run the 2020-21 season until 18 June. 

2. Dispense with the gap between seasons by running league composition/fixtures for 2020-21 

in parallel with final weeks of 2019-20 season. 

3. Clubs asked to “optimise” their fixtures so that instead of 4.7 matches per week we get 5.5 

matches per week (this has been achieved during this season in several weeks). 

Summary Key Dates 

7 Sept – latest date to restart current season and still have a double round 2020-21 season 

9 Nov – latest date to terminate current season and still have a double round 2020-21 season (not 

recommended but for information) 

14 Dec – latest date to restart current season and have a single round 2020-21 season 

 

 



 

Issues related to a single round 2020-2021 season 

1. A team might have to travel to a more distant team venue and their opponents don’t have 

to do the return trip. 

a. It’s the same for everyone 

b. There will be advantages against some teams and disadvantages against other 

teams 

c. The draw for who gets either home or away can be done using a random website 

fixture generator with no bias.  

2. A team will have fewer fixtures if they have already played a lot of the 2019-20 fixtures and 

will have only half the 2020-21 fixtures 

a. If we have less time, we will have fewer fixtures in the base case  

b. This plan is not intended to be biased against any particular club; it was just 

designed to achieve a satisfactory end to the 2019-20 season if we run out of time  

c. If any club(s) feel that they want more matches while 2019-20 is finished off due to 

the single round format for 2020-21 we can explore adding some more teams into 

Div X matches during that period. That is a division we don’t need to complete if we 

time out. 

If you have any comments or queries then please send them to our Fixtures Coordinator, Paul 

Shepherd, using  tv1div1@surbitonchessclub.co.uk  

Yours faithfully, 

David White 

TVCL Chairman 
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